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• According to The Associated Press, General Motors said Tuesday it was recalling about 1.5 
million vehicles worldwide to address a problem with a heated windshield wiper fluid 
system that could lead to a fire, its second recall over the issue in two years. The recall 
affects several pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles, crossovers and passenger car models 
from the 2006 to 2009 model years. (See item 14) 

• In its largest patch push so far this year, Microsoft June 8 released 10 security updates to 
fix at least 34 security vulnerabilities in its Windows operating system and software 
designed to run on top of it, reports Krebs on Security. Separately, Apple has shipped 
another version of Safari for both Mac and Windows PCs that plugs some four dozen 
security holes in the Web browser. (See item 60) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  
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1. June 9, Worldpress.org – (National) The gulf oil spill: Crisis of unfathomable 
consequences. On June 4, the Department of Homeland Security Chief and National 
Incident Commander sent a letter to Congressional leaders warning that the response 
effort was in danger of running out of money within two weeks and needed cash from 
the federal oil spill liability trust fund, financed by fees on oil companies. The letter 
said that as of June 1, federal agencies had already spent $93 million on the spill 
response, which BP has yet to reimburse. By comparison, in the first quarter of the 
year, the London-based oil giant’s profits averaged $93 million per day. On the same 
day the officials sent their letter, oil sheen and tar balls arrived with the tide on the 
Florida panhandle’s white sands, including on Pensacola Beach. On June 5, the federal 
government closed an additional 565 square miles of fishing zones, with the total 
federal fishery closure now measuring 78,603 square miles, or about 33 percent of the 
federal waters in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Source: http://www.worldpress.org/Americas/3566.cfm 

2. June 9, Lexington Herald Leader – (Kentucky) Dozens oppose proposed power plant 
at clark county hearing. The East Kentucky Power Cooperative wants to build a 278-
megawatt plant near the Kentucky River in Trapp, Kentucky. But in the first 90 
minutes of the hearing, only one person in the audience — not counting an East 
Kentucky Power spokesman — favored the idea. Several residents of coal-producing 
counties said they opposed the plant. “We already have enough pollution going into our 
Kentucky waters from mountaintop removal sites in Eastern Kentucky,” one said. 
“That’s definitely the type of coal that these people are going to be using.” 
Source: http://www.kentucky.com/2010/06/09/1298302/dozens-oppose-proposed-
power-plant.html 

3. June 9, New York Post – (International) U.S. sets BP 72-hour deadline to produce 
Gulf oil-containment plans. U.S. officials gave British energy giant BP a 72-hour 
deadline to provide updated plans for the containment of the devastating Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill, a letter released Wednesday showed. In a letter dated Tuesday, the 
United States Coast Guard federal on-scene coordinator instructed BP’s chief operating 
officer to establish a system capable of safely removing oil and gas from the leaking 
well. “BP shall provide the plans for these parallel, continuous, and contingency 
collection processes, including an implementation timeline, within 72 hours of 
receiving this letter,” the USCG Rear Admiral wrote. 
Source: 
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/national/plans_sets_bp_hour_deadline_to_produce_pA
BJ5jmI9nfAV9ZaZ09RDM 

4. June 9, Wheeling News-Register – (West Virginia) Methane explosion raising 
questions. The cause of a methane gas explosion and subsequent fire that injured seven 
drill workers in Marshall County, West Virginia remains unknown. However, local 
officials are already asking what could be done to aid emergency responders in future 
situations. Flames on Tuesday continued to rise from the natural gas drilling site on 
Beam’s Lane, about 3.5 miles east of Moundsville, where seven employees from BJ 
Tubular Services of Houston and Union Drilling Inc. of Fort Worth, Texas, suffered 
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serious burns after an explosion early Monday. A section of U.S. 250 was shut down 
after the blast sent flames about 75 feet into the air. Twenty fire department crews and 
two emergency management teams from Marshall and Belmont counties were called to 
the scene to battle the blaze. 
Source: http://www.news-register.net/page/content.detail/id/538577.html?nav=515 

For another story, see item 11  
 
[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

5. June 9, Visalia Times-Delta – (California) Chlorine leak in south Tulare sends 22 to 
area hospitals. Chlorine gas from a ruptured low-pressure tank affected 30 people at or 
near a south Tulare recycling business Tuesday, sending victims to six area hospitals. 
The 200- to 300-gallon tank, which had been painted lime green, was being crushed at 
Tulare Iron & Metal, 3615 S. K St. Those hospitalized complained of chest pains, 
runny noses and coughing, officials said. “They didn’t know anything was in [the 
tank],” the Tulare fire battalion chief said. Affected were employees, customers 
dropping off material and workers at nearby businesses, officials said. All were 
showered down at the scene before 22 were transported to various area hospitals. “If 
you don’t know what the chemical is, you want it off as soon as possible,” he said. The 
conditions of the 22 people sent to hospitals were not available late Tuesday. The eight 
people who refused medical treatment complained of shortness of breath, sore throats 
and a bad taste, officials said. The incident was reported at 2:47 p.m. At 6 p.m. a 
Visalia hazardous materials team was preparing to examine the container, which was 
still venting gas. Traffic flow in south Tulare was heavily affected. As a precaution, 
Tulare police blocked off several streets nearby. 
Source: http://www.visaliatimesdelta.com/article/20100609/NEWS01/6090305 

6. June 9, Lawyers and Settlements – (Florida) Late Floridian man wins $14 million in 
asbestos lawsuit. The family of a Florida man who died of complications from 
mesothelioma has been awarded more than $14 million by a Miami-Dade jury in a 
recent asbestos lawsuit against the chemical manufacturer Union Carbide (UC). The 
man owned and operated a construction firm that used UC’s products regularly for 
more than 40 years. The products, which contained trace amounts of the dangerous 
mineral asbestos, were never labeled as containing hazardous materials, according to 
the family’s legal counsel. The deceased eventually developed peritoneal mesothelioma 
from his exposure to asbestos and was left permanently impaired until the day he died, 
according to official reports. The jury sided with the man’s family, claiming that UC 
was negligent for selling asbestos-laden products without warning that the material was 
present. In addition, the jury found that four of the compound manufacturers selling 
UC’s products were also liable for his death. 
Source: http://www.lawyersandsettlements.com/articles/14296/asbestos-mesothelioma-
lawsuits-25.html 
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7. June 8, KIRO 7 Seattle – (Washington) HazMat situation causes Whirlpool 
warehouse evacuation. About 20 employees were evacuated from a Whirlpool 
warehouse in Fredrickson, Washington while hazardous-materials teams checked out a 
report of a threat inside the building June 8. A Central Pierce fire spokesperson said 
several large batteries inside the building are being examined as the source of the 
problem. The batteries weigh about 4,000 pounds apiece. It is not clear what the 
batteries are used for. The batteries were on a charging station, and the ventilation fans 
quit for some reason, causing the batteries to overheat and expel a toxic gas. 
Hazardous-materials teams from Pierce County and Tacoma were staging outside the 
facility before they go in to isolate the threat. Crews cut power to the building. There 
are no reported injuries. 
Source: http://www.kirotv.com/news/23833347/detail.html 

8. June 8, azfamily.com – (Arizona) 2 employees burned by sulfuric acid at Buckeye 
chemical plant. Two employees were hospitalized after they were burned at a chemical 
plant June 8 in Buckeye, Arizona. According to the Buckeye Fire Department chief, the 
two Thatcher Chemical Company employees were working on a pipeline when some 
sulfuric acid spilled, spraying them in the face. One of the employees received serious 
injuries and was airlifted to Maricopa Medical Center. The other was also burned and 
was taken to the medical center by ground ambulance. Hazardous-materials 
investigators are trying to determine how the incident happened. The plant remained 
open during the incident. 
Source: http://www.azfamily.com/news/2-employees-burned-at-Buckeye-chemical-
plant-95887634.html 

9. June 8, Enid News and Eagle – (Oklahoma) Worker, firefighter injured in chemical 
fire. Two people were injured in a red phosphorous chemical fire at the Deepwater 
Chemicals plant west of Woodward, Oklahoma Tuesday morning. The Woodward 
Emergency Management director said an employee of the iodine-derivative production 
plant was injured when the fire ignited. The employee was “operating the processing 
machine where the fire first started,” he said. The worker was taken to Woodward 
Regional Hospital, where he was treated for minor burns and inhalation and released. 
The second person injured was a responding firefighter, who was treated for heat 
exhaustion and released, said the Woodward fire marshal. The Deepwater press release 
noted the fire “occurred during the startup of a separate newly constructed facility at 
the Deepwater Chemicals plant,” which is located near West Woodward Airport along 
Airpark Road. The fire started shortly before 9 a.m. as a worker was mixing or 
preparing to mix red phosphorus chemical, which is unstable and highly flammable. 
Thanks to the help of on-site personnel the fire marshal described as experts, area 
firefighters were able to work out a plan of attack to bring the fire quickly under 
control. Firefighters used a combination of foam and straight water to blanket the 
product. Although the foam was used to initially extinguish the fire, water was used to 
saturate the dry chemical and make it more stable. Firefighters from Woodward, 
Sharon, Mooreland and Fargo responded to the fire, along with emergency managers 
from Woodward, Ellis and Harper counties. The fire was extinguished by 10:30 a.m. 
Property damage was essentially limited to loss of product, noting about 500 pounds of 
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the chemical were burned. 
Source: http://enidnews.com/localnews/x1358976646/Worker-firefighter-injured-in-
chemical-fire 

[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

10. June 9, Associated Press – (West Virginia) Fire department must redo drill. The 
federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission reportedly found problems with the Weirton 
Fire Department’s ability to respond to a nuclear crisis during an emergency 
preparedness drill in April. In a letter to the West Virginia Division of Homeland 
Security and Emergency Management, the commission said responders with the 
department did not show they were able to monitor and decontaminate evacuees and 
their vehicles in the case of a disaster at the nearby Beaver Valley Power Station in 
Shippingport, Pennsylvania, during the mock disaster, staged April 19-20. The 
exercises, graded by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), focused on 
a 10-mile radius around the nuclear power plant - an area which includes a portion of 
Hancock County south to Tomlinson Run State Park. While Weirton does not fall in 
that radius, evacuees likely would be taken there if such a disaster occurred. The 
Hancock County Emergency Management agency director said the findings “caught us 
off guard.” “It was a surprise. ... Through the years, the Weirton Fire Department has 
been flawless,” the director said. According to the director, FEMA did not “narrow 
down” what went wrong during the exercise, but he said he believes the issues were 
with “planning, training and procedure.” 
Source: http://www.news-register.net/page/content.detail/id/538580.html?nav=510 

11. June 9, Richmond Times-Dispatch – (Virginia) Electrical problem shuts down Surry 
1 nuclear unit. A spring of decreased productivity for Dominion Virginia Power’s 
nuclear reactors in the state is continuing, this time with the emergency shutdown of 
one of the two reactors at the utility’s Surry facility. Tuesday’s shutdown means three 
of the utility’s four nuclear reactors in Virginia are running either not at all or at less 
than full power. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) said Surry’s Unit 1 
was shut down Tuesday morning after an electrical problem led to several valve 
failures, setting off a reactor trip. “There were no radiation releases due to this event, 
nor were there any personnel injuries or contamination events,” the NRC said. The 799-
megawatt reactor along the James River in Surry County is in hot standby mode, 
meaning it remains partially heated to facilitate a quick return to service. Surry’s Unit 2 
continues to operate at 100 percent of capacity, according to the NRC. 
Source: 
http://www2.timesdispatch.com/rtd/business/energy/article/NUKEGAT09_20100609-
072201/349997/ 

[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 
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12. June 9, KSL 5 Salt Lake City – (Utah) Crews monitor fire at explosives plant. Fire 
and haz-mat crews were closely watching hot spots of a fire that burned for more than 
10 hours overnight June 8 at an explosives plant in Saratoga Springs, utah. The fire 
now is under control at the Dyno Nobel plant on S.R. 68. Crews were concerned 
because several potentially hazardous chemicals were kept inside the building. 
Ammonium nitrate, a chemical used for testing, could have emitted toxic gases. Crews 
arrived around 6 p.m. Tuesday to find the building that houses the lab on fire. After 
talking to staff, they decided it would be safer to let it burn. The fire was not 
threatening the building where most of the explosives are stored. Firefighters called in 
haz-mat teams from Provo and Orem to monitor the air around the building. Crews said 
there was not a threat to nearby neighborhoods but they sent out reverse 911 calls as a 
precaution. A spokesman for the Saratoga Springs Fire Department said, “[We] notified 
some subdivisions on the south end of Saratoga Springs that they need to stay inside 
and close their windows just in case the wind changes. But right now there’s no threat 
to the public.” Crews closed Redwood Road near milepost 15 for most of the night. The 
road is now open. Once the fire burns out, haz-mat teams can go inside to make sure 
it’s safe for investigators. The cause of the fire is unknown. Crews say with a total 
burnout it may be difficult to tell exactly what started the fire. 
Source: http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&sid=11100012 

13. June 8, Bloomberg News – (National) U.S. orders frequent checks on 400 GE jet 
engines. Almost 400 General Electric Co. aircraft engines must be inspected more 
frequently for cracks to prevent failures, federal aviation regulators told U.S. airlines 
following “urgent” recommendations by a safety board. The CF6-45/50 series turbofan 
engines must also undergo new inspections of their blades after two malfunctions since 
March 17, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said in a notice scheduled for 
publication in Wednesday’s Federal Register. The engines have been installed on 
Boeing Co. 747, DC-10 and MD-10 planes, and on Airbus SAS A300s, according to 
the FAA. Affected operators include cargo carriers FedEx Corp., Atlas Air Worldwide 
Holdings Inc. and Evergreen International Aviation Inc., an agency spokeswoman said 
in an e-mail. The FAA directive takes effect June 24 and follows National 
Transportation Safety Board recommendations issued in response to four reports of 
engine failures or malfunctions since July 2008. None of the four incidents, three 
aboard cargo aircraft and one involving Saudi Arabian Airlines, resulted in injuries or 
fatalities, according to the safety board. All four occurred outside the U.S., the board 
said. 
Source: http://news.cincinnati.com/article/20100608/BIZ/6090329/US-orders-frequent-
checks-on-400-GE-jet-engines 

14. June 8, Associated Press – (International) GM recalling 1.5M vehicles over fire 
concerns. General Motors said Tuesday it was recalling about 1.5 million vehicles 
worldwide to address a problem with a heated windshield wiper fluid system that could 
lead to a fire, its second recall over the issue in two years. The recall affects several 
pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles, crossovers and passenger car models from the 
2006 to 2009 model years. GM conducted a similar recall in 2008 but came across new 
reports of fires in vehicles that had been fixed. GM said it would disable the heated 
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washer fluid system module that could lead to fires. The Detroit automaker will pay 
owners and those leasing vehicles $100 each since the feature is being disabled. GM 
said it was aware of five fires but there had been no injuries or crashes reported. Nearly 
1.4 million vehicles are in the U.S. and more than 100,000 vehicles are in Canada, 
Mexico and other international markets. 
Source: http://wtop.com/?nid=25&sid=1975323 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

15. June 9, Associated Press – (Virginia) Radioactive clothing triggers probe at Va. 
shipyard. Northrop Grumman Corp. is investigating an incident in which a worker’s 
clothing was contaminated with radioactive material at the company’s Newport News, 
Virginia shipyard. A Northrop Grumman spokeswoman said the incident occurred May 
25 when the worker was performing radiological surveys in a tank aboard the nuclear-
powered USS Theodore Roosevelt aircraft carrier. The spokeswoman said a trace 
amount of radioactive material was found on the clothing, but there was no detectable 
radioactivity on the worker’s skin or internally. She said the worker was not harmed 
and he returned to his job. 
Source: http://wtop.com/?nid=25&sid=1976136 

16. June 8, U.S. Department of Justice – (National) American citizen from Maryland 
and five Iranians indicted in conspiracy to illegally provide satellite technology to 
Iran. A federal grand jury has indicted six individuals, one American and five Iranian 
citizens, on charges of conspiring to illegally provide satellite hardware and technology 
to Iran, in violation of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and money 
laundering. The indictment alleges that as a result of the conspiracy, an Iranian earth 
satellite equipped with a camera was launched into space in Russia on Oct. 27, 2005. 
The indictment was returned June 2 and unsealed June 8. A 49-year-old Potomac, 
Maryland resident, who is a naturalized U.S. citizen born in Iran, was arrested. The five 
Iranian-citizen defendants remain at large. 
Source: http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/american-citizen-from-maryland-
and-five-iranians-indicted-in-conspiracy-to-illegally-provide-satellite-technology-to-
iran-95878974.html 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

17. June 9, SC Magazine – (International) Financial institutions increase security 
spending, as threats and regulatory penalties rise. Financial institutions are 
investing heavily in information security in light of a growing number of threats and 
increased regulatory pressure. Deloitte’s 2010 Financial Services Global Security Study 
found that the security practices of global financial institutions are focusing primarily 
on identity and access management tools (IAM) and data loss prevention. Accordingly, 
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security budgets have been boosted, with 70 percent of U.K. financial institutions 
having increased their information security budgets over the past 12 months, compared 
with 56 percent globally. The head of Deloitte’s security practice said: “Financial 
institutions are facing a battle on two fronts in their efforts to protect consumers’ 
financial assets and data. The threat landscape has evolved; on one side they are 
tackling the growing sophistication of targeted attacks by criminal gangs and on the 
other recognizing the increasingly expensive secure perimeter is no protection from 
internal threats. Our findings demonstrate that financial organizations are less confident 
about their ability to protect themselves from internal attacks than external threats. It is 
vital that companies are vigilant in protecting their data assets placing appropriate 
emphasis on monitoring internally as much as spending ever more at the perimeter. 
This includes recognizing that implementing checks and measures to reduce the 
potential impact of human error is key.” 
Source: http://www.scmagazineuk.com/financial-institutions-increase-security-
spending-as-threats-and-regulatory-penalties-rise/article/171986/ 

18. June 9, The Wall Sreet Journal – (National) FBI uses terror-probe tactics on 
fraud. Federal Bureau of Investigation officials in New York are increasingly 
employing tools and techniques used to hunt terrorists to take aim at a different kind of 
criminal: white-collar con artists and inside traders. At a time when the public has 
grown suspicious of Wall Street and lost confidence in the government’s ability to 
police it, investigators say they are expanding a number of methods, including the use 
of human sources, so-called tripwire programs, and internal intelligence reports, to try 
to get a better handle on crimes in the marketplace. The FBI special agent in charge 
who is head of the New York field office’s intelligence division, said he is trying to 
change what he says is the culture of silence on Wall Street along with the culture of 
investigative work in his office. To get a better sense of Ponzi schemes and other 
crimes, the FBI has created a system of internal intelligence reports on ongoing 
investigations into financial crimes. The contents of the reports, called domain 
intelligence notes, can give early warning to agents not involved in the investigation 
about new frauds that have been uncovered. 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704256604575294751367073046.htm
l?mod=googlenews_wsj 

19. June 9, Courthouse News Service – (National) Non-FDIC insured banks to get signs 
in windows. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) will be letting consumers know 
which banks lack federal deposit insurance by placing placards in windows, and by 
other means, beginning July 6. This is to enforce mandatory disclosure requirements, 
which apply to only a few state-chartered banks and savings associations, including 
most banks in Puerto Rico, which are insured by the territorial government. The FTC 
also will monitor the inclusion of notices of non-insured status in periodic statements 
sent to account holders, in all forms of advertising and in all contracts and authorization 
documents issued to customers by banks whose deposits are not insured by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
Source: http://www.courthousenews.com/2010/06/09/Federal_Regulations.htm 
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20. June 9, The Wall Sreet Journal – (New York) $217,000 ‘Skimmed’ from 
ATMs. ”Cloned” debit cards have been used to steal more than $200,000 from Long 
Island banks between April and the end of May, police said. The scam involves the use 
of a device known as a “skimmer” or a “parasite,” a piece of equipment made to look 
exactly like an ATM’s bank-card reader. The skimmer is slipped over the ATM’s 
regular card slot, and when a legitimate customer slides in a bank card the device 
records the customer’s banking information, even while allowing the transaction to be 
conducted. The suspects were able to re-encode the pilfered debit-card information 
onto the magnetic strips of blank gift cards. The head of the Suffolk County Police’s 
Identity Theft Unit said it appears the bank-card information was stolen in February 
and March, but was not used until April and May. He said the thefts occurred at four 
Bank of America branches in Suffolk County, but he declined to identify them, citing 
the ongoing investigation. He said Bank of America, which reimburses its customers 
for fraudulent withdrawals, has pegged its loss so far at $217,000. He estimated that 
between 100 and 200 accounts may have been cloned. 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703302604575295082741170878.htm
l?mod=googlenews_wsj 

21. June 8, San Jose Mercury News – (California) Antioch bank teller sentenced to five 
years for armed robbery scheme. A bank teller was sentenced in federal court 
Tuesday for his role in an armed takeover of an Antioch, California credit union. The 
21-year-old suspect of Pittsburg, California was sentenced to five years in prison, and 
ordered to pay nearly $37,000, for conspiring in a bank robbery at the Metro 1 Credit 
Union in 2009. He was found guilty on three charges related to the robbery plot earlier 
this year. Authorities said the suspect pretended to be a hostage while helping to 
orchestrate the February 25, 2009, robbery at the Metro 1 on Lone Tree Way, modeling 
the plan after a takeover robbery he witnessed the previous year. He used his inside 
knowledge of the bank’s layout and security procedures to facilitate the robbery, 
according to the news release. 
Source: http://www.mercurynews.com/breaking-news/ci_15254844 

22. June 8, WTTG 5 Washington, D.C. – (Maryland) ATM skimming thieves hit banks in 
Waldorf. Over the last several weeks, thieves have been targeting ATMs in Waldorf, 
Maryland where they have made off with thousands of dollars in cash. “At nighttime, 
late night hours or over the weekend, they will place these skimming devices on the 
ATM and just let them operate for a few hours,” said a spokesperson for the Charles 
County Sheriff’s Office. “They’ll get enough information to go and deplete several 
customer accounts.” Twice in May and once in April, the thieves attached devices onto 
ATMs at two Bank of America branches in Waldorf as well as a BB&T bank on 
Leonardtown Road. Investigators have obtained surveillance photos of a man believed 
to be involved in the scheme. 
Source: http://www.myfoxdc.com/dpp/news/maryland/atm-skimming-thieves-hit-atms-
in-waldorf-060810 
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23. June 7, The H Security – (International) Skimming from the sofa. Skimming devices 
attached to cash machines to read users’ card details increasingly return their data to the 
criminals via SMS text messages. The devices copy the magnetic strip of cash point 
and credit cards at the card slot and spy on PINs via keyboard attachments or mini 
cameras. The data is subsequently used by the skimmers to withdraw money from 
users’ accounts. More details on this method of attack can be found in The H Security 
article “Manipulated ATMs - Attack of the card cloners.” The new generation of 
skimming devices no longer store the data over a period of time for later collection, but 
transmit it via SMS directly to the criminals, allowing them to clone card details from 
the comfort of their own living room. The risk of getting caught is reduced by 50 
percent because criminals no longer need to retrieve the skimming device to read out 
the data. The only time a perpetrator needs to go to the cash machine is to mount the 
device. This method isn’t entirely new, of course, as some skimming devices have 
transmitted their data via short-distance radio for quite a while. However, with a radio 
link, the criminals need to keep their receivers within range of the device. 
Source: http://www.h-online.com/security/news/item/Skimming-from-the-sofa-
1016534.html 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

24. June 10, Wall Street Journal – (International) U.S., Europe hit turbulence on ash 
issue. U.S. and European aviation regulators clashed Tuesday over the hazards of 
airliners flying through low-level concentrations of ash, with Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) officials reiterating that such plumes should be avoided under 
nearly all circumstances. Speaking at a safety conference here less than two months 
after the eruption of an Icelandic volcano temporarily shut down much of Europe’s 
airspace and cost the region’s airlines an estimated $1.7 billion in lost revenue, senior 
regulators from the two sides of the Atlantic laid out dramatically different approaches 
to the problem. Without directly attacking European decisions to permit flights once 
ash levels had dropped below a certain limit, FAA policymakers stressed that U.S. 
safety rules consider even trace volcanic ash potentially as dangerous as violent 
thunderstorms — and therefore to be avoided if at all possible. The FAA’s general 
counsel and acting deputy administrator, gave an opening speech highlighting the 
FAA’s policy of staying out of day-to-day decisions about authorizing flights. “We did 
not want to convey the impression that somehow we knew how to do things better 
than” European regulators, the official said. The FAA, he told the conference, remains 
convinced the correct option is to tell pilots to avoid ash, provide them with the best 
possible forecasts and then let individual airlines “make the fly or no-fly decisions.” 
Carriers are “better able to integrate the risks” than government bureaucrats, he said, 
and Europe’s efforts amounted to a “different response from what we would have 
done.” 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704256604575295430533564348.htm
l?mod=WSJ_hpp_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsTop 
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25. June 9, WUSA 9 Washington – (District of Columbia) Small fires delay Metro’s blue, 
orange lines. Some Washington D.C.-area commuters traveling on Metro’s Blue and 
Orange lines faced delays on their way in to work after a small fire shut down the 
McPherson Square Station in Northwest D.C. Fire officials said small trash fire on an 
overheated light fixture led to the evacuation of the station early Wednesday morning. 
A spokesperson for D.C. Fire and EMS said firefighters encountered heavy smoke 
when they entered the station around 7:30 a.m., which made it difficult to locate the 
source of the thick haze that filled the station. Electricity was cut and the station was 
closed while firefighter extinguished the small blaze and ventilated the area. Metro says 
the station reopened around 8 a.m. 
Source: http://www.wusa9.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=102341&catid=158 

26. June 9, KMOV 4 St. Louis – (International) International flight makes emergency 
landing at Lambert Airport. Passengers on their way to Dallas from London were 
stuck for hours at Lambert Airport in St. Louis, Missouri, after their plane made an 
emergency landing. The pilot had to make the unscheduled landing late Tuesday 
afternoon because a passenger was sick, or possibly had a heart attack. It took crews 
two and a half hours after the plane landed to everyone got off the flight. Because the 
pilots were out of flight hours, the airline had to put all the passengers on different 
flights. Many of the passengers were exhausted after spending nine hours in the air and 
then spending more time trying to get on a new flight. 
Source: http://www.kmov.com/news/local/Emergency-situation-forces-plane-to-land-
at-Lambert-95899844.html 

27. June 9, Dominion Post – (West Virginia) Police cite four men for trespassing at 
airport: Suspects allegedly shot photos with plane. Morgantown Police cited four 
men for allegedly breaking into Morgantown Municipal Airport in West Virginia on 
Sunday to take pictures of themselves by an airplane. The federal Transportation 
Security Administration is investigating and a report is also being forwarded to U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security. Local officials, however, said they do not believe 
the incident was anything more than a foolish prank. A surveillance video showed a 
black Land Rover pull in front of the gate and a man get out. The man crawled on top 
of the hood, placed a floor mat over the gate’s barbed wire and climbed over the gate, 
police said. He then pulled the gate open enough so the others could get in, police said. 
The men disappeared from the camera’s view for several minutes. The video then 
shows the man spraying his vehicle and the surveillance camera with a fire 
extinguisher. When the cloud clears, the Land Rover drives away. The airport director 
said that although the incident appears to have been a prank, it is being taken seriously. 
Source: http://www.istockanalyst.com/article/viewiStockNews/articleid/4193139 

28. June 8, Chicago Daily Herald – (Illinois) Mechanical failures caused Northbrook 
derailment. In November 2009, two Canadian Pacific Railroad freight trains collided 
near Northbrook, Illinois sending cars all over the tracks and spilling one onto the 
roadway. The derailment caused about $1 million in damage, destroyed 1,280 feet of 
track and toppled 18 freight cars. The cause of the accident was mechanical failure of 
equipment on one train car. A Federal Railroad Administration report recently obtained 
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by the Daily Herald concluded the crash likely happened because a pivoting 
mechanism, which allows the wheel assembly on the train car to turn, stuck as an 
eastbound CP train was switching onto Union Pacific Railroad tracks at about 3 p.m. 
“The probable cause of the derailment was a binding truck bolster, which caused the 
train car wheels to climb over the ... rail,” officials found. That failure started a chain of 
events that scattered 14 loaded cars across the tracks, spilling grain and clay all over the 
rails and embankment. The train then struck a standing westbound CP train and 
derailed four of its cars. There were no injuries but Northbrook Fire Department 
officials confirmed that the incident could have been much worse because hazardous 
materials were being transported. 
Source: http://www.dailyherald.com/story/?id=386561 

For more stories, see items 5 and 71  
 
[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 

29. June 9, Beatrice Daily Sun – (Nebraska) ‘Destructive device’ used in mailbox 
explosion. Gage County sheriff’s deputies responded to a mailbox explosion early 
Monday morning at 45330 U.S. Highway 77 near Wymore, Nebraska. According to 
police reports, the reporting party, told deputies that between 1:30 and 1:45 a.m. 
Monday, her son heard a loud explosion outside their residence and observed a small 
grass fire by the mailbox across the highway. The woman said they later found their 
mailbox to be damaged and observed an explosive device in the mailbox that appeared 
to have been detonated. Deputies searched the area around the mailbox and found a 12-
inch rubber tube that had been modified into an explosive device. After investigating 
the device, it was determined that it had been detonated and no longer was a threat. The 
Gage County chief deputy said the device was poorly constructed. “It wasn’t a pipe 
bomb, it was a destructive device,” the chief deputy said. “It was poorly constructed 
and it actually just deflagrated, it didn’t explode. It just burned at a rapid rate.” 
Source: http://www.beatricedailysun.com/news/local/article_82cc125e-7355-11df-
b113-001cc4c03286.html 

30. June 9, Bio Prep Watch – (Florida) Bioterror scare in Florida. Jacksonville, Florida 
emergency workers responded to a bioterror threat Monday after a man opened an 
envelope that contained a suspicious substance, according to the Florida Times-Union. 
An unidentified Mandarin man was taken to Memorial Hospital in Jacksonville 
Monday for observation after he opened an envelope containing a suspicious substance 
at his Sugar Mill apartment on Crown Point Road. The incident also scrambled the 
Jacksonville fire department’s hazardous-material team to test, then seal up the 
unknown material for further testing as police cordoned off the neighborhood for hours. 
Fire department spokesman Tom Francis said the man opened the letter just before 1 
p.m. and felt nauseous. Until more thorough tests are done at the Duval County Health 
Department, it won’t be clear what was mailed to the man, said an official with the 
homeland security division of the sheriff’s office. “They will do preliminary checks to 
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see if there are any biological threat, radiological threat, or any chemical threat,” the 
official said. 
Source: http://www.bioprepwatch.com/news/213337-bioterror-scare-in-florida 

31. June 8, Lancaster Intelligencer Journal – (Pennsylvania) Explosive found in 
Reinholds mailbox. A suspicious delivery to a Reinholds, Pennsylvania resident’s 
mailbox that turned out to be an explosive made from common household items was 
removed and safely detonated Monday, police said. East Cocalico Township police are 
trying to figure out who put the explosive in the mailbox and why. Police said they 
were dispatched shortly after 5 p.m. Monday to Circle Drive, Reinholds, in West 
Cocalico Township, for a report of a suspicious bottle that had been placed in a rural 
mailbox. The item, police said, was a 2-liter soda bottle containing what appeared to be 
aluminum foil and a blue liquid. The police officer called for assistance from Reinholds 
Fire Company personnel, who removed the bottle and safely detonated the explosive. 
No one was injured, police said. Police said anyone who finds a suspicious item in their 
mailbox should not move the item and immediately contact the police. 
Source: http://articles.lancasteronline.com/local/4/258488 

[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

32. June 9, The Daily Evergreen – (Washington) Spring showers curb grasshopper 
surge. According to Washington State University (WSU) scientists, the Pacific 
Northwest is facing what could possibly be the most devastating grasshopper 
infestation in the past 30 years, though it may not be as large as initially projected. 
With the dramatic increase in grasshopper populations in the past few years and the 
relatively mild winter that Washington experienced this past year, researchers are 
predicting that the upcoming year could be even more devastating than last year. Some 
of the most at-risk areas in Washington are the desert regions near Othello, Yakima and 
the Tri-Cities. While Pullman faces some risk of infestation, it is not predicted to be as 
high as these areas. One thing that researchers say can help contain the infestation is the 
unseasonably wet and cold spring that the state is experiencing, which could possibly 
help control the grasshopper population this season. Additionally, despite predictions 
that grasshoppers could emerge in record numbers this year, WSU researchers say the 
Northwest is currently at the climax of grasshopper population and they expect their 
numbers to begin to fall over the next few years. 
Source: http://www.dailyevergreen.com/story/31944 

33. June 9, Associated Press – (National) Keeping U.S. food safer. A new report says the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is stretched thin and needs to reorganize to better 
keep the nation’s food safe. The report, released June 8 by the Institute of Medicine and 
the National Research Council, said the FDA needs to become more efficient and better 
target its limited budget to prevent food-borne illness outbreaks. The 500-page report 
also said the FDA is often too reactive, doesn’t focus enough on prevention and lacks 
the vision necessary to protect consumers. The report recommends that the agency 
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focus on preventing outbreaks in the riskiest foods rather than tackling problems case 
by case. 
Source: http://www.omaha.com/article/20100609/MONEY/706099941 

34. June 9, QSR Magazine – (Florida) Relieve current seafood concerns with a phone 
call. Seafood lovers who are confused about the availability of Florida seafood 
products due to the Gulf of Mexico oil spill can now get daily updates about the 
ongoing commercial harvest. The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services has implemented a new toll-free hotline at 1-800-357-4273 to provide 
consumers with current information about the status of Florida’s open and closed 
fishing harvest areas, the availability of seafood varieties, and general pricing 
information. 
Source: http://www.qsrmagazine.com/articles/news/story.phtml?id=11090 

35. June 9, The Daily Item – (Pennsylvania) Ruling boosts annual payments to dairy 
farmers. Despite a ruling today by the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board that 
boosted annual payments to struggling Pennsylvania dairy farmers by an estimated $6.7 
million, some financially troubled Valley dairy farmers consider it a drop in the bucket. 
The board, based in Camp Hill, takes into account the interest of farmers, processors, 
distributors, supermarkets and even consumers. Over the last three years, the number of 
Pennsylvania dairy farms has fallen to 7,200 from 8,400 as farmers have struggled with 
a long bout of low prices.  
Source: http://dailyitem.com/0100_news/x371475435/Ruling-boosts-annual-payments-
to-dairy-farmers 

36. June 9, BainbridgeGA.com – (Georgia) Spring weather gives Georgia corn, cotton 
crops a big boost. Georgia cotton growers will plant more than 1.25 million acres of 
cotton this year, 25 percent to 30 percent more than last year, according to an expert 
with University of Georgia Cooperative Extension. Cotton prices are near 70 cents per 
pound for farmers, more than 10 cents more than in previous years. The higher prices, 
cued by higher global cotton demand, encouraged the increased acreage this year. 
Timely spring rain around the state has kept planting right on schedule. Between 75 
percent and 80 percent of the cotton is in the ground. Harvest should begin in October 
and be complete by Thanksgiving. Despite record rainfall during last year’s harvest, 
Georgia farmers pulled in an average yield of 902 pounds per acre, a new state record. 
Source: http://bainbridgega.com/news/garden/060810ag.shtml 

37. June 9, Associated Press – (Colorado) Federal aid available to western Colorado 
counties with losses of grape orchards. Six western Colorado counties have been 
declared federal disaster areas because of cold weather that damaged grape orchards. 
The counties are Mesa, Delta, Garfield, Gunnison, Montrose and Pitkin. The damage 
occurred during severe cold weather between December and February. Half of Mesa 
County’s grape orchard was affected. The county was declared the primary disaster 
area. The designation makes farmers eligible to apply for assistance and loans from the 
Farm Service Agency in the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
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Source: http://www.sfexaminer.com/economy/federal-aid-available-to-western-
colorado-counties-with-losses-of-grape-orchards-95958789.html 

38. June 9, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review – (National) U.S. to study honeybee 
populations. The federal government is embarking on its most ambitious survey ever 
of honeybee pests and diseases 13 states. The national survey follows decades of steep 
losses of honeybees — a trend sharply accentuated by the onset in 2006 of Colony 
Collapse Disorder, characterized by adult bees leaving the hive and never returning. 
The survey will look at 350 apiaries, or a collection of honeybee colonies, across 13 
states through the end of this year. It is being conducted by USDA’s Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service and Agricultural Research Service and by Penn State 
University. Survey kits have been mailed to state apiary specialists, who will collect 
samples of bees and debris from apiaries in their states. The survey is funded for just 
one year but will have to continue for at least three or four more years to produce 
meaningful results. The survey will take place in Alabama, California, Georgia, 
Indiana, Florida, Hawaii, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, 
Tennessee, Texas, and Washington. 
Source: http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/news/s_685108.html 

39. June 8, Tara Monks – (Maine) Maine Egg farm civil settlement: Turner egg farm 
pleads guilty to animal cruelty. A civil settlement between an animal rights group and 
Maine’s largest egg farm was reached June 7, and resulted in Maine Contract Farming 
agreeing to pay a total of $125,000 in penalties and fines. Maine Contract, the supplier 
of hens for the Quality Egg farm in Turner, admitted to 10 civil counts of animal 
cruelty for not providing hens with proper food and shelter in 2009. The farm owns five 
million hens. The fines include a $2,500 penalty for each hen, equaling $25,000 total. 
The farm will also pay $100,000 to Maine’s Department of Agriculture for future 
monitoring of hen farms across the state. Maine Contract Farming has also taken 
several steps to improve treatment of birds in the facility. The national nonprofit animal 
advocacy group, Mercy for Animals, called the settlement a “landmark” case against 
Quality Egg of New England. 
Source: http://news.topwirenews.com/2010/06/08/maine-egg-farm-civil-settlement-
turner-egg-farm_201006087047.html 

40. June 8, Brownfield Ag Network – (National) USDA permits planting of genetically 
modified trees. South Carolina-based biotechnology company, Arbor Gen, has 
received approval from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to move ahead 
with plans to plant genetically-modified eucalyptus trees in seven southern states. 
Arbor Gen has modified the trees so they could grow further north in colder areas. 
USDA has granted permission to plant up to 250,000 of thetrees on 28 sites in Florida, 
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas. The fast-growing 
trees would be used for pulp to make paper. Opponents say eucalyptus trees use a lot of 
water and are already an invasive species, and that genetic modification only adds to 
that threat. The USDA permits are for experimental planting only; any commercial 
production would require additional permits. 
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Source: http://www.truthabouttrade.org/news/latest-news/16098-usda-permits-planting-
of-genetically-modified-trees 

[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

41. June 9, WWMT 3 Kalamazoo – (Michigan) Preparing for the worst at water 
plant. Police and fire crews from three different Michigan counties along with federal 
officials are preparing for the worst. They are holding an emergency drill beginning at 
8:30 Wednesday morning at the Lake Michigan Filtration Plant in West Olive. That 
plant feeds the Grand Rapids water system which is the second largest in the state. 
Emergency responders from Kent, Ottawa, and Muskegon Counties are all taking part 
in Wednesday’s exercise as well as members of Homeland Security, the FBI, Michigan 
State Police, and the Coast Guard. They want to make sure they are ready in case 
anything ever happened to that plant. 
Source: http://www.wwmt.com/articles/plant-1377529-olive-water.html 

42. June 8, Burlington Free Press – (Vermont) Study shows drop in phosphorus 
entering Lake Champlain. Researchers offered new evidence Monday that human 
efforts might be starting to reduce polluted runoff to Vermont rivers that feed Lake 
Champlain. Using new statistical methods, two U.S. Geological Survey scientists found 
that phosphorus loads decreased slightly in 14 of 18 lake tributaries between 2000 and 
2008. Those rivers include Otter Creek and the LaPlatte River, but not the Winooski or 
Missisquoi rivers, where small increases were detected. Their conclusions contrast with 
studies using less sophisticated analytical techniques that found no trend, or increasing 
pollution, in most rivers. While the decreases detected in the new analysis were tiny — 
1 percent to 3 percent a year — they showed a general trend in the right direction, lake 
watchers said. 
Source: 
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20100608/NEWS02/100607020/Study-
shows-drop-in-phosphorus-entering-Lake-Champlain 

43. June 7, Office of the Attorney General of Texas – (Texas) Attorney General Abbott 
takes legal action against Thunderbird Bay Water Services. The Texas Attorney 
General June 7 took legal action after Thunderbird Bay Water Services, Inc. and its 
president failed to provide Lake Brownwood residents access to safe drinking water. In 
an enforcement action filed with the state district court in Travis County, the state 
charged them with violating a 2009 agreed final judgment and permanent injunction. 
Under that agreement with the state and the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ), the defendants are required to ensure safe drinking water is available 
to the water supplier’s customers. The attorney general’s office took legal action after 
Thunderbird Bay, Harbor Point, and Tamarack Mountain residents suffered water 
outages over the Memorial Day weekend and the following week. The motion for 
contempt asks the Travis County District Court to hold Thunderbird Bay Water 
Services, Inc. and its president, in contempt of court for failing to comply with the 2009 
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judgment. The enforcement action seeks a fine, jail confinement or both. 
Source: 
http://www.brownwoodnews.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2
402:attorney-general-abbott-takes-legal-action-against-thunderbird-bay-water-services-
charles-e-schram-iii&catid=35:news&Itemid=58 

44. June 7, U.S. Geological Survey – (Washington; Oregon; Idaho) Study: 8 in 10 wells in 
Columbia Plateau decline. Groundwater levels of the Columbia Plateau in the Pacific 
Northwest have declined over the past 25 years in about 80 percent of the nearly 500 
wells measured, according to a report published by the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS). Groundwater is a critical resource for the nearly 1.3 million people in the 
region, as well as providing irrigation water for the region’s estimated $6 billion-per-
year agriculture. To help resource managers in the region, in 2007, the USGS 
Groundwater Resources Program began a study of the Columbia Plateau Regional 
Aquifer System to answer key questions about widespread water-level declines, 
reductions in groundwater flow into rivers, and the as-yet unknown effects of a 
changing climate on groundwater resources. As part of this effort, a new compilation 
map of the geology was developed to better understand the geologic controls of the 
availability and flow of groundwater within the aquifers. Scientists are documenting 
changes in the aquifer system and developing a “water budget” for the system. This 
information will help scientists build a groundwater-flow simulation model that 
managers can use to test ways of managing the region’s groundwater under different 
development and climate conditions. The report is published as USGS Scientific 
Investigations Report 2010-5040 and is available online. 
Source: http://www.usgs.gov/newsroom/article.asp?ID=2498 

45. June 3, Chicago Tribune – (Illinois) Making Chicago River swimmable called a 
waste of tax money. Making the Chicago River safe enough for swimming would 
waste taxpayer money and put children at risk of drowning, officials who oversee the 
waterway said June 3. Responding to a Tribune story that reported the Presidential 
administration’s proposal, top officials at the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District 
said the one-time prairie river has been altered so dramatically that new efforts to 
improve water quality would not be worth the costs. The district is a taxpayer-funded 
agency that operates sewage treatment plants for Chicago and the Cook County 
suburbs. It pumps partially treated wastewater into the river, which was redirected 
away from Lake Michigan a century ago to separate the area’s waste from its source of 
drinking water. “These waterways serve the need for urban drainage and commercial 
navigation,” the district’s general superintendent said at a news conference. “Without 
the man-made waterway system â�¦ the Chicago area would revert to being the pre-
settlement swamp it was, and every basement would become a floodwater reservoir.” 
District officials said much of their construction budget already is set aside to finish the 
Deep Tunnel, a network of tunnels and reservoirs that captures much of the region’s 
storm runoff. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s “misguided advocacy 
would place additional lives at risk because the waterways are not safe for swimming,” 
he said. The elected chairman of the water district’s board, said the channels are known 
for unpredictable currents and that parts of the river are frequently clogged with barge 
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traffic. 
Source: http://www.chicagotribune.com/health/ct-met-0604-chicago-river-
20100603,0,2940996.story 

[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

46. June 9, KVOA 4 Tucson – (Arizona) Fighting mosquitoes before monsoons hit. The 
monsoons are almost here, but along with the rains come the mosquitoes and the risk of 
West Nile. According to the Arizona Department of Health there were 20 human cases 
of West Nile last year in the entire state. Nineteen of those were in Maricopa County 
and the other was in Coconino County. No cases have been confirmed in Pima County, 
in the past two years, and county officials are working to keep it that way. Pima County 
workers have been setting up traps in well-known mosquito hot spots. They use dry ice 
to draw them in and once they are in they are stuck. A representative of the Pima 
County Health Department said, “It gives us a good indicator of what the mosquito 
count is right now so we can base that on what we see as the monsoons kick in to see if 
the count goes up higher or lower.” He said because of the dry spring, numbers are 
down but they are still out there. He ball parked a few traps to have more than 100 
mosquitoes. He said, “This is a pretty good indicator, I need to coordinate with the 
people who maintain this area that they need to work a little bit more on treating this 
area.” 
Source: http://www.kvoa.com/news/fighting-mosquitoes-before-monsoons-hit1/ 

47. June 9, ExecutiveGov – (Maryland) Maryland given green light on health IT 
exchange plan. The federal government has given Maryland’s health IT plan the go-
ahead, making the state one of three recipients of recent approvals from the Department 
of Health and Human Services to develop health records exchange. The Washington 
Business Journal reported the state will now be able to begin spending part of the 
nearly $25 million in Recovery Act health IT grants to develop the health information 
exchange. Advocates of the exchange say it will cut costs and improve health-care 
quality by facilitating the transfer of electronic health data between health-care 
providers and patients. According to the program director of the Chesapeake Regional 
Information System for Our Patients, the organization responsible for implementing the 
exchange, work has already begun with $10 million in state money. The federal 
approval leaves the plan’s funding “fully unrestricted,” allowing an expansion of the 
goals of the exchange and engagement of more hospitals. 
Source: http://www.executivegov.com/2010/06/maryland-given-green-light-on-health-
it-exchange-plan/ 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 
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48. June 8, WECT 6 Wilmington – (North Carolina) Explosive device found at Fort 
Bragg gate. An entrance to Fort Bragg in North Carolina was shut down for a few 
hours Tuesday after a vehicle tried to enter the base with an explosive in its trunk. 
Officers detained a contractor who works on base around 10 a.m. as he was going 
through the All-American access checkpoint. Fort Bragg officials said guards at one of 
the gates found a”bazooka type round” in a car. The 772nd Explosive Ordinance 
Disposal Team was called in to remove the vehicle and dispose of the explosive. The 
access control point was re-opened two hours later. The contractor was not taken into 
custody. 
Source: http://www.wect.com/Global/story.asp?S=12615387 

49. June 8, WDAM 7 Laurel – (Mississippi) Laurel man in critical condition after 
FEMA trailer explosion. A Laurel, Mississippi man remains in critical condition after 
a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) travel trailer he recently bought 
allegedly exploded Friday. The 64-year-old victim, from Laurel, and his 33-year-old 
son-in-law, who hails from Ponchatoula, Louisiana, were injured Friday night when 
their camper trailer allegedly exploded. Family members said the older man bought the 
trailer a week ago, and the son-in-law came over to look at it because he also was 
interested in buying a FEMA trailer. Fire officials said the flash fire was caused by a 
propane tank leak. The older victim is on a ventilator with second and third-degree 
burns over 35 percent of his body, while the son-in-law has first and second-degree 
burns over 20 percent of his body. They are both at a burn center in Brandon. 
Source: http://www.wdam.com/Global/story.asp?S=12613747 

50. June 8, Firce Government IT – (National) DHS active directory doesn’t protect, says 
IG. The Homeland Security Department’s active directory implementation allows 
unsafe systems to connect to the department’s network, concludes a newly released 
Inspector General (IG) report. Between September 2009 and January 2010, DHS 
auditors studied DHS’s federated active directory, in which policy is centrally 
formulated, but each department component is responsible for managing its own 
objects. For applications that require access by users from many components, DHS 
grants cross-domain trust and requires that enterprise applications conform to a security 
policy. However, the department doesn’t validate or audit those security controls and as 
a result, insecure systems from Customs and Border Patrol, Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement and the Science & Technology Directorate have operated on the DHS 
network. Among the vulnerabilities auditors found were an enabled default privileged 
account on a Windows server, missing security patches, and an unidentified protocol 
already identified as vulnerable. Adding to the problem is that DHS’s active directory 
was designed to just support the headquarters network. Enterprise applications get 
added through manual procedures and individual validations, processes that the IG 
notes “have not proven to be effective in maintaining the level of security required on 
DHS’ network.” 
Source: http://www.fiercegovernmentit.com/story/dhs-active-directory-doesnt-protect-
says-ig/2010-06-08 
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51. June 8, Government Computer News – (National) The political hurdle to data center 
consolidation. Data-center consolidation makes sense economically and as a way to 
achieve more efficient information technology operations, but cultural and political 
challenges have to be surmounted at the federal and state levels to make it happen, 
according to chief information officers speaking at the Government Technology 
Research Alliance conference. The Office of Management and Budget is trying to 
lower costs associated with data centers and is working with agencies via the Federal 
Data Center Consolidation Initiative to develop agencywide data-consolidation plans, 
which they have to integrate in their fiscal 2012 budget submissions. The push to 
consolidate data centers makes sense because each of the more than 100 federal 
agencies has anywhere from five to 20 data centers, said the transition manager for 
NASA’s National Center for Critical Information Processing and Storage (NCCIPS), a 
federal shared services data center. NCCIPS hosts data centers for the Homeland 
Security and Transportation departments, as well as the Navy’s supercomputers. 
Source: http://gcn.com/articles/2010/06/08/data-center-consolidation.aspx 

52. June 8, NewJersey Local News Service – (New Jersey) High school evacuated in 
Maplewood. Columbia High School in Maplewood, New Jersey was evacuated for 
about 90 minutes June 8 following a bomb threat, police and South Orange-Maplewood 
School District officials said. A district employee received the threat and alerted school 
officials, who decided to evacuate the 1,861-student school shortly after 8 a.m. 
Maplewood police and a canine team from the Essex County Sheriff’s Department 
combed through the school, but turned up nothing suspicious, a police captain said. 
Students and staff returned to the Parker Avenue school at about 9:45 a.m. The police 
official said the threat was not specific, but declined to elaborate, citing the ongoing 
investigation. A district spokeswoman referred questions to police. Detectives assigned 
to the school are continuing their investigation. 
Source: 
http://www.nj.com/news/local/index.ssf/2010/06/high_school_evacuated_in_maple.ht
ml 

53. June 8, Atlanta Journal Constition – (Georgia) Faulty air conditioner causes massive 
water damage at Department of Revenue. It could be next week before the Georgia 
Department of Revenue’s Web site can process routine transactions after several floors 
of the agency’s office flooded over the weekend. An air conditioner that cools a 
computer server room at the building off Century Boulevard failed over the weekend, 
which caused the room to overheat and the building’s sprinkler system to go off, the 
state revenue commissioner said. The mishap started after 4 p.m. Sunday and caused 
major damage to four floors, essentially taking the department out of business. The 
agency is in the process of restarting major systems through its new $1.5-million 
generator, which is the size of a locomotive, the commissioner said. He expecte4d that 
by June 9, it would have some processes running. 
Source: http://www.ajc.com/news/georgia-politics-elections/faulty-air-conditioner-
causes-544436.html 
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54. June 8, Associated Press – (Tennessee) Computer error tells thousands benefits are 
over. State officials say a computer error caused thousands of Tennesseans to be told 
incorrectly that their unemployment benefits had run out. The problem arose over the 
weekend when jobless people tried to call in to re-certify for payment, as they must do 
weekly. The Tennessean reported about 20,000 people statewide found the system 
refused to accept their information and told them, in error, that their unemployment 
benefits had ended. Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce Development 
spokesman said June 7 the computer glitch has been fixed, but thousands of checks 
would be delayed because callers had been unable to certify that they were eligible to 
receive them. 
Source: http://www.waaytv.com/Global/story.asp?S=12612979 

For another story, see item 15  
 
[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

55. June 9, Youngstown Vindicator – (Ohio) Plate readers give cops extra eye on the 
road. The Mobile Plate Hunter, an automatic license plate recognition computer 
program, streamlines the hunt for stolen vehicles and plates and enables Ohio police to 
have a “gotcha” moment. A detective said Liberty Police Department received the 
equipment about two weeks ago. On the Liberty cruiser, special cameras are mounted 
on the trunk. “It’s a high definition camera that reads numbers and letters on the 
plates,” said the detective. The computer program links to LEADS (Law Enforcement 
Agencies Data System), which contains information on stolen vehicles and license 
plates. The detective stated “the ‘hot’ list is updated daily,” regarding information that 
is currently limited to Ohio. When there’s a “hit” on a stolen car, for example, the 
information flashes and a computer-generated voice also alerts the officer. 
Source: http://www.vindy.com/news/2010/jun/09/gotcha/ 

56. June 8, Southern Oregon Mail Tribune – (Oregon) 911 service fails for some 
customers. About 350 CenturyLink customers in northern Jackson County, Oregon 
lost 911 service the afternoon of June 6 and again the next morning. Customers in 
White City, Eagle Point, Shady Cove, Butte Falls and Prospect were unable to make the 
three-digit call for help from 2:36 until 8:32 p.m. on June 6 and again from 6:33 to 
about 9:30 a.m. June 7. Some customers had no dial tone and couldn’t make any calls, 
while others could make calls to numbers within the same local prefix area, but 
couldn’t reach 911. The director of Southern Oregon Regional Communications said 
tests by deputies and firefighters determined that 911 calls from the affected numbers 
reached the answering center, but operators couldn’t hear the caller. Such calls would 
be considered a 911 hang-up and an officer would be sent to the place the call came 
from to investigate. Officials with the phone company and the 911 center didn’t have a 
count June 7 of how many calls for help might have run into difficulty during the 
outage. Technicians with CenturyLink worked Monday to find the cause of the 
repeated outages and make repairs so such service interruptions won’t happen again. If 
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people have problems when dialing 911, they can call a 10-digit emergency number, 
541-776-7111, to reach the same center. Callers who can’t dial outside their prefix can 
try calling their local fire station or police department directly. If problems persist, the 
911 answering center has contingency plans to send operators to handle additional lines 
at Jackson Fire District No. 3’s headquarters in White City. 
Source: 
http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100608/NEWS/6080312 

For more stories, see items 4, 41, 58, and 72  
 
[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

57. June 9, The New New Internet – (International) Vietnam accused of cyber attacking 
bloggers. The Vietnamese government is being accused of conducting cyber attacks to 
bring down the Web sites of independent bloggers, as well as arresting some of the 
dissidents. Human Rights Watch (HRW) recently listed a series of arrests and police 
harassment of Web dissidents since mid-April. The organization alleges the 
Vietnamese government masterminded a series of malware and distributed denial-of-
service attacks on alternative political Web sites over the past year. HRW said police 
beat one Internet dissident while interrogating her April 28. Another blogger 
discovered his Internet and phone lines were cut off May 8, following a written order 
from authorities in his hometown, accusing him of spreading “anti-government” 
information. In April, McAfee and Google said they had traced a series of cyber attacks 
on Vietnamese-language political Web sites to IP addresses inside Vietnam. HRW said 
two foreign Vietnamese-language Web sites hit by hundreds of DDoS attacks had 
traced them to an IP address belonging to a government-owned telecommunications 
company under the Ministry of Defense. 
Source: http://www.thenewnewinternet.com/2010/06/09/vietnam-accused-of-cyber-
attacking-bloggers/ 

58. June 9, Help Net Security – (National) Cyberattacks still top security priority. USIS 
released a study that identified key issues facing government and industry security 
personnel and identified a key issue in terms of security vendor structure and 
organization. USIS surveyed more than 250 government and industry leaders in the 
safety, security, and law enforcement market. Survey respondents were asked to rate 
the top threats to U.S. national security. Cyberattacks ranked the highest, followed by 
terrorist activity. Tied for third place were insider threats and information security 
breaches. The survey also asked participants about their most important security 
business imperatives. Cybersecurity topped this list at 84 percent, followed by physical 
security and infrastructure protection at 74 percent, and then risk management planning 
at 73 percent. A key finding of the survey showed that organizations with one vendor in 
place (rather than multiple vendors) to manage, install, maintain, and monitor security 
did a better job at securing the organization’s infrastructure. The survey revealed that 
62 percent of those with one vendor in place were able to use the data available to 
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monitor and manage threats “very well.” The majority (74 percent) of those who had 
one vendor in place to manage the installation, maintenance and monitoring of security 
said that they monitored security either “very well” or “perfectly.” 
Source: http://www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=9386 

59. June 9, SC Magazine – (International) Adobe to release emergency patch for Flash 
tomorrow, while Reader and Acrobat remain exposed until the end of this 
month. Adobe has said that it will issue a patch for the Flash Player vulnerability by 
tomorrow. In an update, the product security program manager at Adobe said that the 
company had updated the security advisory posted on June 4 to include the planned 
schedule for a patch to resolve CVE-2010-1297, and that it plans to make available an 
update for Flash Player 10.x for Windows, Macintosh and Linux by June 10. However, 
a date for Flash Player 10 for Solaris is still to be determined, and Adobe is expected to 
provide an update for Adobe Reader and Acrobat 9.3.2 for Windows, Macintosh and 
Unix by June 29. The company previously warned of a critical vulnerability in Flash 
Player 10.0.45.2 and earlier versions for Windows, Macintosh, Linux and Solaris 
operating systems, and the authplay.dll component that ships with Adobe Reader and 
Acrobat 9.x for Windows, Macintosh and Unix operating systems. It said that the 
vulnerability (CVE-2010-1297) could cause a crash and potentially allow an attacker to 
take control of the affected system. There are reports that this vulnerability is being 
actively exploited in the wild against Adobe Flash Player, Adobe Reader and Adobe 
Acrobat. 
Source: http://www.scmagazineuk.com/adobe-to-release-emergency-patch-for-flash-
tomorrow-while-reader-and-acrobat-remain-exposed-until-the-end-of-this-
month/article/171990/ 

60. June 8, Krebs on Security – (International) Microsoft, Apple ship big security 
updates. In its largest patch push so far this year, Microsoft today released 10 security 
updates to fix at least 34 security vulnerabilities in its Windows operating system and 
software designed to run on top of it. Separately, Apple has shipped another version of 
Safari for both Mac and Windows PCs that plugs some four dozen security holes in the 
Web browser. Microsoft assigned three of the updates covering seven vulnerabilities a 
“critical” rating, meaning they can be exploited to help attackers break into vulnerable 
systems with no help from users. At least 14 of the flaws fixed in this month’s patch 
batch are in Microsoft Excel, and another eight relate to Windows and Internet 
Explorer (IE). According to Microsoft, the most serious of the bugs involves a 
weakness in the way Windows handles certain media formats, and is present in all 
supported versions of Windows. Another critical update nixes six different insecure 
ActiveX controls (plug-ins for Internet Explorer), while the third critical update 
corrects at least a half dozen vulnerabilities in IE. Microsoft notes that Office XP users 
may not be able to install one of the needed updates; Rather, Redmond is releasing 
what it calls a “shim,” or essentially and point-and-click “FixIt” tool that apparently 
does the job. Users of Office XP, should go ahead and click the “FitIt” icon at this link 
when done installing the rest of the updates. 
Source: http://krebsonsecurity.com/2010/06/microsoft-apple-ship-big-security-updates/ 
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61. June 8, IDG News Services – (National) After Google hack, warnings pop up in SEC 
filings. Five months after Google was hit by hackers looking to steal its secrets, 
technology companies are increasingly warning their shareholders that they may be 
materially affected by hacking attempts designed to take valuable intellectual property. 
In the past few months Google, Intel, Symantec and Northrop Grumman — all 
companies thought to have been targets of a widespread spying operation — have 
added new warnings to their U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission filings 
informing investors of the risks of computer attacks. Google does not talk about the 
specific attack against its systems, but it now warns shareholders that this type of event 
is a material risk. “[O]utside parties may attempt to fraudulently induce employees, 
users, or customers to disclose sensitive information in order to gain access to our data 
or our users’ or customers’ data,” Google wrote in a section added to its annual 
financial report in February, a month after it disclosed the hacking incident. Google 
warned that it could lose customers following a breach, as users question the 
effectiveness of its security. Google’s admission that it had been targeted put a public 
spotlight on a problem that had been growing for years: targeted attacks, known to 
security professionals as the advanced persistent threat (APT). 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177845/After_Google_hack_warnings_pop_
up_in_SEC_filings 

62. June 8, The Register – (International) Safari purged of decade-old browser history 
leak. Apple Safari has become the first major browser to be purged of one of the Web’s 
longest-running privacy defects: The ability for any site owner to effortlessly steal a 
complete copy of one’s recent browsing history. This leak is as old as the World Wide 
Web itself, and it afflicted every major browser – until now. Starting with versions 
released June 7, Safari no longer coughs up the list of Web sites a user has visited. 
According to the results of more than 271,000 visits captured in a recent study, the vast 
majority of people browsing the Web are vulnerable to attacks that expose detailed 
information about their viewing habits, including news articles they have read and the 
zip codes they have entered into online forms. The proportion was even higher for 
those using Safari and Chrome and among browsers that turned off JavaScript. The 
history leak is the result of the same CSS, or cascading style sheet, technology that 
causes a browser to display links that have been visited in a different color than 
addresses that have not been visited. It also allows Webmasters to customize content 
and user interfaces on their sites based on the links individual users regularly visit. 
Browser makers have long been aware that it can reveal potentially sensitive Web sites 
users visit, but have been reluctant to patch the hole for fear it will remove functionality 
people have come to depend on. In April, Mozilla said it planned to fix the browser 
history leakage in an upcoming version of Firefox. While recent beta versions of the 
browser have the feature turned on, the latest production version remains wide open. 
Chrome and Internet Explorer are also vulnerable. 
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2010/06/08/safari_history_leak_fix/ 

63. June 7, IDG News Service – (International) Researchers: Poor password practices 
hurt security for all. A large-scale study of password-protected Web sites revealed a 
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lack of standards across the industry that harms end-user security, according to two 
researchers working at the University of Cambridge in England. In particular, the weak 
implementations of password-based authentication at lower-security sites compromises 
the protections offered at higher-security sites because individuals often re-use 
passwords, the two researchers asserted in a paper presented at the Workshop on the 
Economics of Information Security in Cambridge, Massachusetts June 7. Attackers can 
use low-security Web sites such as news outlets to figure out passwords associated with 
certain e-mail addresses, and then use those passwords to access accounts at higher-
security sites such as e-commerce vendors, one of the researchers said. In an effort that 
the researchers said is the largest empirical investigation into password 
implementations to date, they collected data from 150 Web sites and found widespread 
“questionable design choices, inconsistencies, and indisputable mistakes,” according to 
the researchers. The researchers seemed disinclined to blame users for re-using 
passwords or making them easy to guess, arguing that most users have too many online 
accounts to manage them all securely. The large majority — 78 percent — of sites 
examined failed to provide users with feedback or advice on choosing a strong 
password. Only five sites let the user register password hints, a strategy that encourages 
users to come up with stronger passwords. Just seven sites required users to mix 
numbers and letters, and only two demanded passwords include non-alphanumeric 
characters as well. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177780/Researchers_Poor_password_practic
es_hurt_security_for_all 

For more stories, see items 50 and 51  
 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  
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Communications Sector 

64. June 9, McClatchy Tribune information Services – (Colorado; Wyoming) Verizon 
apologizes a second time: More glitches at Aurora switching center cited for latest 
outage. Verizon Wireless issued an apology and noted customers may qualify for a 
partial billing credit after a second major service outage in six weeks in Pueblo and 
other parts of Colorado and Wyoming. As of Tuesday morning, the service disruptions 
that began Monday were ending in Pueblo but continued in Grand Junction and some 
other cities. A hardware malfunction at an Alamosa switching station caused the 
outages. The center serves areas of the state away from Denver, Colorado Springs and 
Fort Collins. In April, the same switching center was the site of another malfunction — 
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in that instance, a software problem — that led to an 11-hour outage. 
Source: http://www.tradingmarkets.com/news/stock-alert/vz_verizon-apologizes-a-
second-time-more-glitches-at-aurora-switching-center-cited-for-latest-outage--
973439.html 

65. June 8, IDG News – (International) Africa to get broadband boost with new cable. A 
consortium of 20 members have joined forces to build a submarine cable that will link 
Cape Town in South Africa to Penmarch in France. The 17,000 kilometer long fiber 
optic cable — which has been named the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) submarine 
cable — will be operational in the first half of 2012 and connect 23 countries, either 
directly in the case of coastal countries or indirectly for inland countries. The cost for 
building the ACE cable will be about $700 million. When the cable becomes 
operational, it will be the first time several of these countries, including Mauritania, 
Gambia, Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia, will get Internet access via an optical cable. 
Today, they have to rely on satellite access, according to a spokesman at Alcatel-
Lucent, which has been awarded the task of building ACE. The cable will be based on 
DWDM (Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing) technology, which sends multiple 
channels of data over one fiber using different different wavelengths of light. ACE will 
be able to carry up to 5.12T bps (bits per second) over two fiber pairs using current 
technology, according to Alcatel-Lucent. Since plans to build the cable was first 
announced in December 2008, the ACE project has grown and as a consequence been 
delayed. The original length was 12,000 kilometers and the cable was supposed to be 
done by 2011. In July, a study of of the sea floor will commence and the manufacturing 
of the cable will start. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177831/Africa_to_get_broadband_boost_wit
h_new_cable 

66. June 8, The Starkville Dispatch – (National) WCBI signal down outside 
Lowndes. Columbus, Mississippi-based WCBI-TV is off the air while the station 
resolves a technical problem with the station’s transmitter. A transmitter line has been 
damaged, and the station’s engineering staff is working to repair it. Meanwhile, WCBI 
does have a signal going out, and viewers in Lowndes County are able to watch the 
station through cable TV. Engineers are working to expand the signal to reach the 
Tupelo and Starkville market areas until the transmitter line is rebuilt. There was no 
timeline offered by WCBI for correcting the problem. 
Source: http://www.cdispatch.com/news/article.asp?aid=6566 

For more stories, see items 16 and 56  
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Commercial Facilities Sector 

67. June 9, The Oklahoman – (Oklahoma) Woman sets herself on fire in Midwest City 
Walmart parking lot. Police pulled a woman free from a burning car June 8 in 
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Midwest City, Oklahoma after the woman set herself on fire. About 10:50 a.m., police 
received an anonymous call from someone saying they witnessed a woman in a car 
dousing herself with gasoline in a Walmart parking lot. When police approached the 
car, the woman opened the door, then lit some papers — then herself — on fire and 
began to slowly drive away. The car was rolling toward a nearby McDonald’s 
restaurant. The car slowed enough for police to grab her arm and attempt to pull her 
free. Moments after she was pulled clear, the car was engulfed in flames. The woman 
was taken to Midwest Regional Medical Center with burns to her face, hands, and neck. 
Police aren’t sure why the woman set herself on fire. 
Source: http://www.newsok.com/woman-sets-herself-on-fire-in-midwest-city-walmart-
parking-lot/article/3467246?custom_click=headlines_widget 

68. June 9, CNN – (Nevada) 4-alarm fire in Nevada forces evacuation. Firefighters 
expected to be at the scene of a 4-alarm blaze at a pallet company in Henderson, 
Nevada, well into the early morning hours of June 9. The blaze started June 8 and 
spread to an adjacent building, damaging it, and also forced the evacuation of several 
other businesses. One person was treated for non-fire related injuries. The fire started 
around 7:21 p.m. No further details were provided. 
Source: http://www.cnn.com/2010/US/06/09/nevada.fire/ 

69. June 9, Boston Globe – (Massachusetts) Smoky, 2-alarm fire hits downtown 
garage. Hundreds of people were evacuated from a high-rise Boston office building 
after heavy smoke from a car fire at a garage at 75 State Street. The two-alarm fire was 
reported at 8:58 a.m. June 9. A car was on fire in the fifth underground level of the 
garage located under the building. The fire posed some problems because it generated 
thick smoke on a couple of levels of the garage. Firefighters also had to use their 
thermal imaging cameras, among other tools, to find the fire. A second alarm was 
sounded because of the size of the building and the difficulties of operating in a 
confined space. The fire department worked with building engineers to get the exhaust 
vents in the building turned on as high as possible to clear the smoke. No injuries have 
been reported. 
Source: 
http://www.boston.com/news/local/breaking_news/2010/06/fire_hits_downt.html 

70. June 9, Asheville Citizen-Times – (Utah) Gas leak forces evacuation in Marion. A gas 
leak forced the evacuation of a day care center, a couple of homes, several businesses 
and the library in downtown Marion, North Carolina June 8. The leak was reported 
about 9 a.m. and repaired by 10:30 a.m. No one was hurt. Emergency crews closed a 
portion of Logan and Fort streets, and some neighboring buildings were evacuated as a 
precaution. The city was repairing sidewalks and ruptured a gas line buried too close to 
the surface. 
Source: http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20100609/NEWS01/100608059 

71. June 9, Zimbio – (Hawaii) Wild fire on Maui strands tourists and forces evacuation 
of homes. A wild fire on the Hawaiian island of Mauai has forced the evacuation of 
homes and businesses and left thousands of residents and visitors stranded due to a 
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highway closure that has lasted for more than six hours. The fire is burning in Maalaea. 
The Honoapiilani Highway remains closed, virtually shutting off Lahaina from the rest 
of the island. Officials estimate the fire has already burned 2,000 acres. About 100 
people have been evacuated including residents, workers from Maalaea Harbor and 
Kaheawa Wind Farm, and people camping along the shoreline. The American Red 
Cross opened shelters at War Memorial Gym in Wailuku and at Lahaina Civic Center. 
No structures are in immediate danger. Strong winds of up to 40 miles-per-hour are 
hampering efforts to stop the fire’s spread. 
Source: 
http://www.zimbio.com/Locals+Guide+to+Maui/articles/dDKEOssKHew/Wild+Fire+
Maui+Strands+Tourists+Forces+Evacuation 

72. June 8, Southwest Riverside News Network – (California) Hemet Police: Suspicious 
device turns out to be rocket. Hemet, California investigators believe a suspicious 
device found as firefighters fought a pallet fire at a downtown business was a 9-pound 
inert training rocket that was pointed at a nearby police station. The fire was reported 
June 3 at the Los Altos Market on North Carmalita Street, a short distance from Hemet 
police headquarters. After the blaze was extinguished, firefighters told police they had 
found a suspicion device on the roof of the market while trying to determine the cause. 
The item turned out to be a vintage military rocket. Police responded along with 
members of the Riverside County Sheriff’s Department Hazardous Device Team, who 
rendered the rocket safe. The rocket was determined to be a M29A2 inert training 
round, and the device’s motor was ignited by unknown means. It appears that the 
general direction the rocket was pointed was towards a police facility. The cause of the 
pallet fire has yet to be determined and is also the subject of an ongoing investigation. 
Source: http://www.swrnn.com/southwest-riverside/2010-06-08/news/hemet-police-
suspicious-device-turns-out-to-be-rocket 

73. June 8, KSBW 8 Salinas – (California) Evacuations lifted at Northridge Mall. A 
bomb squad blew up a suspicious package found at the Northridge Mall in Salinas, 
California June 8, and an investigation is ongoing to find the person who left it there. 
The bomb squad was called just before noon and evacuated a quarter of the stores. All 
evacuations were lifted as of 4 p.m. Police said a man was seen on surveillance video 
dropping a small package in a pedestrian walkway that separates JC Penny and Old 
Navy. The video then shows that the same man never returned for the package and is 
seen leaving the Macy’s store on the opposite side of the mall. 
Source: http://www.ksbw.com/news/23835754/detail.html 

For another story, see item 45  
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Dams Sector 

74. June 9, San Antonio Express-News – (Texas) Retaining pond dam breaks, floods 
neighborhood. A gopher hole may be to blame for a retention pond’s broken dam that 
flooded a Southeast Bexar County, Texas neighborhood early Wednesday, causing 
about 30 people to be evacuated. “That’s my guess,” said the captain of the Sandy Oaks 
Volunteer Fire Department, which started to get calls about water surrounding homes 
on Hardy Road near Campbellton Road around 2 a.m. “The water got right up to the 
homes, but not inside.” Bexar County’s public works crews are redirecting the water 
but more residents might need to be evacuated if more rain falls. The National Weather 
Service anticipates 2 inches of rain could fall throughout Wednesday, and a flash flood 
watch is in effect for the area until 6 p.m. He said the dam breach at the water tank, 
used for livestock, caused water to spill over roadways, trapping residents in their 
homes. Officials evacuated residents from about 18 homes using trucks and took them 
to a nearby Motel 6, where the San Antonio Area Chapter of the American Red Cross is 
assisting them. If more residents are affected by the flooding, the American Red Cross 
might open a shelter, said the director of disaster services. The pond that flooded 
measures about 140-feet wide, 18-feet deep and is about 1-mile long. No one was 
injured in the incident. 
Source: 
http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/local_news/retaining_pond_dam_breaks_floods_n
eighborhood_95953589.html 

75. June 9, Associated Press – (Iowa) Repairs to begin on Des Moines flood 
levee. Repairs are expected to start soon on a levee protecting a Des Moines 
neighborhood inundated by the Des Moines River in the past 17 years. The levee in the 
Birdland neighborhood is a source of concern because of failures in 1993 and 2008. 
Trailers arrived this week, and construction equipment is expected to be on site by June 
15. A Minnesota company, Ceres Environmental Services of Minneapolis, has been 
awarded a $7.2 million contract by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the project, 
which is to be completed by September 2011. Work will be done in segments, 
beginning upstream. Officials say clay and other materials will be ready to create 
barriers and protections if the river comes up quickly during the construction. 
Source: http://www.twincities.com/politics/ci_15259252?nclick_check=1 

76. June 8, Star Valley Independent – (Wyoming) Fremont County fighting flood 
waters. Fremont County, Wyoming, is experiencing flooding on the Middle Fork of the 
Popo Agie River in Lander and lower drainages of the Little Wind River due to warmer 
temperatures and snow melt. Areas affected include the city of Lander and the town of 
Hudson on the Middle Fork of the Popo Agie, plus areas within the Wind River Indian 
Reservation including the Arapahoe and St. Stephen’s communities and the Little Wind 
River area south of Riverton. Other areas have isolated flooding. The Fremont County 
Emergency Management director said there had been several instances of floating 
debris blocking drainages, culverts and damaging riverbanks, creating additional 
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flooding. Flood-control efforts began Friday night when high water was reported in 
Lander along the river. In the 24 hours between Friday night and Saturday night, over 
14,000 sand bags were placed at the highest risk locations, primarily in the Lander area. 
A total of 30,000 additional sand bags arrived Saturday night and the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers is sending 200,000 more sand bags, according to the Wyoming 
Department of Homeland Security. Resources being utilized at this time are Fremont 
County government, City of Lander, City of Riverton, Town of Hudson, Bureau of 
Indian Affairs, Wyoming Office of Homeland Security, U..S Forest Service, Bureau of 
Land Management, Wyoming State Forestry and Wyoming National Guard units. 
Resources provided to the general public included sand bags and sand. 
Source: http://www.starvalleyindependent.com/2010/06/fremont-county-fighting-flood-
waters/ 
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